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What is Philosophy? Discuss the relationship
between phiiosophy and education. 3+6=9

"Individual aim ald social aim stand for each
other, they are complementar5r." Discuss. 9
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2. Explain, in detail, the functions of education
in bringing about self-actualization and
successful living in the individual.

Or

What is Nationai Integration? Expiain the
role of educatiod for promoting national
integration.

Define naturalism. Explain the contribution
of it to aims and methods of education.

2+(3Y2+3%l=9

What is Pragmatism? ExPlain the
contribution of pragm.atism in the Iield of
education.

What are values? Discuss the role of
education in developing moral and aesthetic
va.lues in students. 3+

Or

What are the strategies for inculcation of
values through cocurricular and
extracurricular activities in schools and
coileges? 9
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!, What do you mean by freedom? Explain the
relationship between freedom and discipline.

3+6=9

'Or

Discuss briefly the different types of
discipline. Mention the importance of
discipline in social life. 3+6=9

***
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Put a Tick M mark against the correct answer in the
box provided : 1x5=5

1.. uEducation is the complete development of
individuality." It was stated by

/a/ Vivekananda !

(b/ Percy Nunn n

(c) Froebel tr

(d) Rousseau tr
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(ai teaching

(b/ school

(c) student

(d) teachet
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2. "Everything is good as it comes from the hands

of ttre nuttror of Nature but everything

I"g"t"."t"" in the hands of man'' Who said

this?

(a/ Froebel tr

(b,) Rousseau n

(c) Herbert SPencer tr

'/d) DeweY tr

3. PeoPle can be motivated towards

self-actualization onlY when

(a/ their lower order needs have been

satisfied tr

(b) their higher order needs have been

satisfied tr

fc) their higher-lower order needs have been

satisfied tr

(d) None of the above tr

4. The word 'disciPlina' means

tr

tr

tr

tr
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Scientific attitude found
through the emergence of

(a/ idealism tr

olace in education

(b/ pragmatism

(c/ naturalism

/d/ realism tr

II. Match the items of Column-A with the items of
Column-B and place the codes of Column-B in the
brackets provided : 1x5=5

tr

tr

( ) (iu)

()(u)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Column-A

Negative Education

Reality in Nature

Mg Experiments uith
Truth

Senses

Self-activity

Column-B

Naturalism

Gateways of
learning

Gandhi

Froebel

Rousseau

(

(

| (t)

t@

( ) (iit)
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Write on'.thq'fullowing : 3x5=15

1. $papi.4g of educational philosophy

t
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Vocational aim of education
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Aims of education according to idealism
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